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ABSTRACT:The Deep Web is the portion of the Internet that cannot be crawled nor indexed by common web
search engines. The idea behind the Deep Web is to host web content on a privatenetwork that is only accessible
using proprietary software. For instance, the Tor network is a private network that hosts petabytes of data that are
confidential by nature and not open to the public views. Additionally, the Tor uses non-standard protocols to
ensure the anonymity of its users. Although the Tor network delivers unprecedented capabilities in protecting the
privacy of data being published on its network while ensuring the total anonymity of their owners, the fact that it is
free, open-source platform, and accessible via community tools, can raise suspicions that something illicit and
secret exists, and as a result it can be easily shutdown and have its network nodes censored. This paper proposes
a new method for implementing the Deep Web using Audio Steganography. In essence, the proposed method
camouflages a secret web page into an audio carrier file that is hosted on a carrier website on the public domain.
When users access the carrier website using a regular browser, they would only see the innocuous version of the
website, mainly the website that plays the benign audio clip; whereas, when users access the carrier website using
a proprietary browser that implements our algorithm, they would see a totally different website, mainly the secret
website that was originally hidden inside the benign audio file using Steganography. Experiments proved that the
proposed method is feasible to build and that it supportsimplementingthe Deep Web in plain sight without
drawing any suspicions whatsoever regarding the existence of any secret data. As future work, file types other
than audio are to be investigated and experimented including image files, video files, and text files.
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The Surface Web is the portion of the Internet that can be crawled and reached by web search engines.
The opposite term for Surface Web is the Deep Web which is the unseen remaining portion of the Internet that
cannot be indexed by search engines [1]. In fact, in order to make any given web resource as a part of the Deep
Web, content publishers have to host it either on the World Wide Web and make it inaccessible to the public, or to
host it on a private network that is only accessible using special proprietary software. The former method requires
the use of unlinked pages, encrypted websites, dynamic resources, and password-protected content; while the
latter method requires the use of an alternative secret private network such as the Tor network that is only
accessible using special browsers and software [2]. Basically, Tor short for The Onion Router is a private network,
part of the Deep Web, that can only be accessed using a special web browser that implements non-standard
communication protocols and ports and provides anonymity to users and web content. Essentially, the purpose of
the Deep Web is to provide data anonymity to web publishers in a way to keep their identity obscured and publicly
unknown. For instance, with the rise of activism, many protestors, activists, journalists, whistleblowers among
other oppressed people, in attempt to bypass regulations and laws, they started utilizing the Deep Web to publish
and disseminate their ideologies while keeping their identity totally in the dark [3]. Alternatively, the Deep Web is
also used to conduct several illicit activities ranging from exchanging secret documents, bypassing censorship,
and avoiding the control of dictatorial regimes to cybercrime and selling illegal products such as drugs, weapons,
child pornography, human organs, among other illegitimate stuff and services. Hence, the word Dark Web was
coined for designating the darker, sinister, and criminal part of the Deep Web [4].
Although the Tor network can deliver anefficientway to ensure data anonymity to web publishers, the
fact that it is free and open to public, its inner workings and protocols can be reverse-engineered. As a result,
security experts were able to restrict traffic to the Tor network by blocking its network ports and blacklisting the
IPs of its nodes. Besides, as the Tor is notoriously known for running illegal businesses and conducting criminal
activities, it is prone to constant investigation by intelligence, security bodies, and law enforcement agencies [5].
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This paper proposes a new method to implement the Deep Web using Audio Steganography.
Fundamentally, steganography is a technique for hiding data such as text into another form of data such as images
or audio files [6]. For instance, a secret text message called covered text is concealed by the sender into an audio
file called carrier file and then sent to the receiver. On the other side, the receiver deciphers the audio file and
recovers the secret text that was hidden inside. If by any means, the carrier file is intercepted by eavesdroppers, it
would simply appear like any regular audio file, and thereby avoiding raising suspicions and hiding the fact that a
secret communication has taken place. The proposed method aims to implement the Deep Web on the public
World Wide Web by hiding secret web content into regular WAV audio files hosted on a public carrier web page.
Users who access the carrier web page using a regular browser would only see the innocent-looking version of the
page mainly the page that is showingthe audio file; whereas, users who access the carrier web page using a
proprietary browser that implements our algorithm would see a totally different page mainly the secret web
content that was deciphered from the audio file using steganography. As the carrier web page looks benign on the
public World Wide Web, it can reliably escapes traffic blocking and other security restrictions. Additionally, it
does not raise uncertainties that some secret information is present and thereby reinforcing the data anonymization
practices.
II.
AUDIO STEGANOGRAPHY
In practice, digital steganography is abouthiding a computer file, message, video, image, or audio within
another file, message, video, image, or audio. The word steganography stems from the Greek words steganos,
meaning "secret", and graphein, meaning "writing". In short, steganography refers to "secret writing" [7]. Audio
steganography is yet a type of digital steganography that conceals data into either compressed audio files such as
WAV or uncompressed audio files such MP3 or WMA files. Audio steganography exploits the Human Auditory
System (HAS) which cannot detect the minor variations of high audio frequencies in the audible system.As a
result, audio steganography can hide bits of secret data intothose high frequencies without destroying the quality
or size of the original audio file [8]. Several methods were designed to perform Audio Steganography includingthe
Least Significant Bit method [9], Silence Interval method [10], Echo hiding method [11], Phase and Amplitude
Coding methods [12][13], Discrete Wave Transform method [14], and the Spread Spectrum method [15].
Basically, the LSB methodembedsevery secret bit from the data to hide into the rightmost bits of every audio
sample of the original audio file. The LSB method allows hiding a fair amount of data without corrupting the
quality of the audio file, in addition that it is relatively effective and easy to implement.Essentially, digital
steganography is governed by four key elements. They are as follows [7]:
1. Covert Data: It is the secret payload that needs to be secretly communicated between two parties.
2. Carrier File: It is the main file into which the secret data are hidden. The carrier file can be an image file, an
audio file, and even a text file.
3. Carrier Channel: It refers to the type of the carrier file, for instance, BMP, WAV, MP3, TXT, etc.
4. Capacity: It refers to the size of data that the carrier file can hold without gettingdamaged.
III.
THE DEEP WEB
The Deep Web consists of web data content that are invisible to public and not indexed by search engines
[16]. This content however can be accessed using direct URL or by using some sort of authentication mechanism;
other content, are even deeper and require special tools and software to access. The Deep Web is nearly 500 times
larger than the Surface Web with size around 7.5 Petabytes (the surface web is the opposite term of the deep web,
that is the web that is visible to the public) [17]. The purpose of the Deep Web is to ensure the privacy and
anonymity of web publishers who want to remain anonymous or create websites that cannot be traced back to a
physical location or entity. The Deep Web also establishes covert communication channels between web content
and web users who want to escape censorship, laws, and governmental regulations. From an implementation point
of view, the Deep Web can be achieved using one of the outlined methods below whose ultimate goal is to hide
web resources from the swarm of search engines.
 Unlinked Content: They are web resources that do not have a link to by other pages.
 Dynamic Content: They are web resources generated in response to a submitted query or only through
submitting a form.
 Password-Protected Content: They are web resources secured by a username and password, for instance by
means of the HTTP Basic Access Authentication protocol.
 Content on the Intranet: They are web resources hosted on private IPs and thus cannot be reached from the
Internet.
 Blocked Content: They are web resources that impose restrictions on search engines by using CAPTCHAs,
pragma no-cache HTTP headers, and ROBOTS.TXT. This prevents web crawlers from indexing them.
 Private Proprietary Network: They are web resources built using incompatible content such as non-HTTP and
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non-HTML, and hosted using non-standard networking protocols and ports. The Tor network is an example of a
private proprietary network.
IV.
TOR AND THE DARKNET
The Darknet is the notorious part of the Deep Web, and it is often operated by lawbreakers and convicts
whether individuals or organizations. The Darknet is used for conducting illegal activities such as illicit trade,
selling drugs, guns, counterfeit software, and human organs [18]. Moreover, the Darknet is used by activists who
want to escape censorship and disseminate ideological, social, political, economic, and religious ideas as a way to
guarantee freedom of speech. From a technical point of view, the Darknet is a private network which operates
using specific software often using non-standard communication protocols and ports. The three most popular
Darknet networks are Tor, Freenet, and I2P.
Tor short for The Onion Router is a private network that can only be accessed using a special web
browser called the Tor browser [19]. It uses special non-standard communication protocols to provide anonymity
between users and websites published on the Onion Router. The domain names hosted on the Tor network often
end with ".onion" such as "http://bdpuqvsqmphctrcs.onion/". As a result, they cannot be accessed using standard
browsers such IE or Firefox. Basically, the Tor network is composed of a worldwide volunteer network of servers
where the traffic between them is randomly distributed through hops using the "onion routing" scheme in order to
provide complete anonymity to all the communicating parties. Moreover, the Tor scheme employs cryptographic
technologies to encrypt traffic between users and servers making it enormously difficult for eavesdroppers to
unscramble the communication messages of the network [20].
In practice, Tor delivers unprecedented capabilities in protecting the privacy of data being published on
its network while ensuring the total anonymity of their owners [21]. However, the Tor network is a free,
open-source platform that anyone can have access to using the Tor browser. Consequently, illegal activities and
counterfeit content can be monitored and censored by regulations. Several FBI investigations have led to the
shutdown of numerous websites and to the arrest of several web publishers working on the Tor network. Likewise,
web content present on the Tor network can raise suspicions as the network itself is known for its notoriety.
Furthermore, security experts can find their way to block traffic in and out of the network by banning its network
ports and blacklisting its node IPs. All in all, the Darknet and in particular the Tor network do not provide
complete anonymity to web publishers and users as they do not obscure the fact that something secret is taking
place.
V.
PROPOSED METHOD
This paper proposes a novel method for implementing the Deep Web using Steganography over the
public World Wide Web. The idea behind the proposed method is to hide secret web content, mainly a webpage
written in HTML language, into benign audiofile that is hosted on a traditional website on the public domain that
anyone can have access to using a regular web browser such as IE or Firefox. However, users who access the
website using a regular browser would only be exposed to the innocent-looking version of it, mainly the website
that plays the benign audio clip; whereas, users who access the website using a proprietary browser that
implements our algorithm would be able to visualize the secret webpage that was originally hidden inside the
benign audio file using Steganography. From the user perspective, the whole process is seamless and transparent,
and therefore it does not raise any suspicions or hints regarding the existence of any secret data.
A.Design Specifications
The proposed method employs a Steganography algorithm that is designed to work on 8-bit
uncompressed digital WAV audiofiles. Basically, an8-bit WAV audio file is composed of a set of audio samples
each of which is of length 8 bits or 1 byte [22]. The proposed technique hides the secret data into the three LSBs of
each of these audio samples; thus, the hiding capacity is equal to 3 bits out of 8 bits or 37% of the total size of the
carrier audio file (3/8=0.37=37%). The carrier audio file is manipulated as a matrix of a finite set of audio samples
S each composed of 8 bits. The secret data to hide, in our case a webpage or HTML script, is converted into binary
format and substituted in the three LSBs of every 8-bitaudio sample in the carrier file. Figure 1 depicts the design
behind the steganography algorithm used by our proposed method.
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Fig. 1.The Steganography Algorithm
Eventually, when the secret HTML page is completely concealed inside the carrier audio file, the audio
file itself is then hosted on a regular website (we will call it the carrier website) that the web publisher has created
for the purpose of conveying his secret page. Alternatively, the web publisher can add any information or text
along with the carrier audio to his carrier website just to make it sound more legit. Now, in order to access the
secret page, a special browser that implements our method must be used. First, the browser opens the carrier
website, then extracts the secret page from within the carrier audio file (already embedded in the carrier website)
and renders it as if it was the original page that the user intended to open. In contrast, when the carrier website is
accessed using a regular browser, its innocuous content would be rendered playing the benign carrier audio along
with rendering any other information that the web publisher had originally included.
Below is a detailed process flow delineating how the proposed method and algorithm work:
1. The secret HTML page is converted into binary format so that it becomes compatible for storage inside the
carrier audio file.
a. The secret HTML page, regardless of its content – whether HTML, JavaScript, CSS, or server scripts is
converted into a binary form resulting into a string of bits denoted by D={b0, b1, b2, b3,…bn-1} where bi is a single
bit composing the secret page and n is the total number of bits.
b. The string of bits D is organized into chunks of 3 bits, such as D={ C 0[b0, b1, b2], C1[ b3, b4, b5], C2[b6, b7,
b8],…Cm-1[bn-3, bn-2, bn-1] }, where Cjis a particular 3-bit chunk, m is the total number of chunks, and n is the total
number of bits making up the secret page.
2. An8-bit WAV carrier audio file denoted by AUD is chosen to hide in it the string bits D.
3. The chunks of the secret page namely D that were created in step 1.b are embedded sequentially into the LSBs
of every audio sample of the carrier audioAUD.
a. As the carrier audio file is of 8-bit format, meaning it is composed of multiple 8-bit audio samples, every chunk
Cjis stored in the three LSBs of every audio sample in the carrier file such as St={fiveMSBs(St) + Cj }, where S is
an audio sample belonging to carrier audio AUD, andt is the index of S. Furthermore, fiveMSBs(sample) is a
function that returns the original five most significant bits of the audio sample in carrier audio AUD. The “+”
operator concatenates the original five MSBs with 3 bits of a particular chunk from D, making the total number of
bits in a given audio sample equals to 8 bits. In effect, the first 5 bits are the original five MSBs of the audio sample
in AUD and the three LSBs are a particular chunk from the secret page in D.
4. The secret HTML page is now fully concealed inside the carrier audio AUD, the audio file itself is then hosted
on a website called carrier website that the web publisher has created for the purpose of conveying his secret page.
5. The final output is a one medium page, namely the carrier website, made up of two components. The first
component is the carrier audio file which embeds the secret page into its audio samples such as
AUD={S0,S1,S2,St-1}, where S is a carrier audio sample and t is the total number of carrier samples; while, the
second component is the carrier website itself displaying the carrier audio file AUD in addition to other
innocent-looking layout and text. The carrier website is then hosted on any public domain on the World Wide Web
under any Top-Level Domain.
VI.
EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
For experimentation purposes, a simulation web browser is built using C#.Net and MS Visual Studio
2015 under the MS .Net Framework 4.5 [23]. The web browser implements the proposed method along with the
steganography algorithm. In the experimentation, a secret web page is built using HTML containing undisclosed
information about some treasure hunts in remote locations around the world. The page is meant to be part of the
Deep Web as it is confidential and contains secret information. Moreover, an 8-bit WAV audio file is created to
act as the carrier file in which the secret web page is concealed using steganography. The audio file is a musical
extract from the famous song "Strangers in the Night" originally performed by Frank Sinatra in 1966. Likewise,
another web page is built using HTML discussing the biography of the late American singer Frank Sinatra. It
represents the innocent carrier web page in which the carrier audio file is embedded. Figure 2 depicts the HTML
source code of the secret web page; while, Figure 3 depicts the carrier audio file in which the secret web page is
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concealed using steganography.

Fig. 2.The HTML code of the Secret Web Page

Fig. 3.The Carrier Audio File
The carrier web page along with the carrier audio file are hosted on a public domain on the Internet
namely "franksinatra66.com"; thus making it exposed to search engines and part of the Surface Web. Figure 4
shows the carrier web page when accessed using a regular browser such as Internet Explorer.

Fig. 4. IE rendering the Carrier page
Obviously, the Internet Explorer rendered the carrier web page normally and played the audio file
normally as well. Interestingly, the content looks genuine and no evident audible artifacts can be detected.
However, when the same domain "franksinatra66.com" is accessed using our proprietary browser, a different web
page is displayed. It is actually the original secret web page that was covered using steganography in the audio
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clip. Figure 5 depicts the results.

Fig. 5.Deep Web browser rendering the Carrier page
VII.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed an innovative method for building Deep Web network on the public World Wide
Web using Steganography. In a nutshell, the method uses a steganography algorithm to hide secret web content
into a carrier audio file that is hosted on a benign carrier website on the public domain. When using a regular
browser, the benign carrier website displays and plays the carrier audio file. However, when a special proprietary
browser is used, the secret web page is displayed. Experiments proved that the proposed method is plausible and
can be implemented. Equally, results showed that the entire process is seamless and transparent as a particular web
content can be simultaneously part of the Deep Web and part of the Surface Web while drawing no suspicions
whatsoever regarding the existence of any secret data. Furthermore, as the proposed method uses HTTP and
HTML standards in addition to the de-facto Internet protocols, it can be difficult to be detected, monitored, and
restricted, thereby ensuring the anonymity of data published on the Deep Web.
VIII.
FUTURE WORK
As future work, more types of web content are to be investigated and experimented including image files,
video files, and digital streaming. Moreover, more advanced steganography algorithms are to be studied and
developed in an attempt to provide a more robust, a more complicated, and a hard-to-break algorithm.
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